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Abstract

Unlike traditional machine learning methods, humans often learn from natural language instruction. As users become increasingly accustomed to interacting with mobile devices using speech, their interest in instructing these devices in natural language is likely to grow.

We introduce our Learning by Instruction Agent (LIA), an intelligent personal agent that users can teach to perform new action sequences to achieve new commands, using solely natural language interaction. LIA uses a CCG semantic parser to ground the semantics of each command in terms of primitive executable procedures defining sensors and effectors of the agent. Given a natural language command that LIA does not understand, it prompts the user to explain how to achieve the command through a sequence of steps, also specified in natural language. A novel lexicon induction algorithm enables LIA to generalize across taught commands, e.g., having been taught how to “forward an email to Alice,” LIA can correctly interpret the command “forward this email to Bob.” A user study involving email tasks demonstrates that users voluntarily teach LIA new commands, and that these taught commands significantly reduce task completion time. These results demonstrate the potential of natural language instruction as a significant, under-explored paradigm for machine learning.

Introduction

Natural language instructions are commonly used to teach humans but are rarely used to teach machine learning systems. For example, a user may tell his human assistant “I’m stuck in traffic and will be late.” The assistant may not know what to do, so the user may then explain “first, use GPS to estimate my time of arrival, then see who I am meeting and send them an email indicating that I’ll be late.” Having been instructed thus, the assistant now understands how to handle similar situations in the future. We would like users to be able to teach machine learning systems through this kind of natural language interaction.

As a starting point, we focus on building an instructable intelligent personal agent. Intelligent personal agents – such as Siri, Google Now, Cortana and Echo – have demonstrated great potential for assisting users with basic daily tasks. However, unlike the instructable human assistant above, interactions with these agents are limited to commands pre-programmed by the developers. A teachable agent has two significant benefits over such preprogrammed agents. First, teaching enables a user to define a new command and a sequence of actions to perform it, including commands that were not considered by the software developer. Second, teaching can also be used to expand the range of natural language phrasings understood by the system (e.g., by teaching the system that “drop a note to Bill” has the same meaning as “send an email to Bill”). Together, these two capabilities might enable a community of users to jointly instruct a system to achieve a significant number of new commands, and ways to express them in natural language.

This paper presents a Learning by Instruction Agent (LIA), an intelligent agent that allows users to teach it new commands using solely natural language interactions. LIA operates in an email environment, where it learns to interpret natural language commands in terms of given primitive actions such as sending emails. Users teach LIA to perform a new command by providing step-by-step instructions. LIA is then able to generalize and later execute this command with different parameters; for example, having been taught “forward an email to Alice,” LIA can correctly interpret “forward this email to Bob.” Users can also teach LIA declarative knowledge by defining new concepts and relations between them, e.g., defining the notion of a contact, and that each contact has an associated email address. The contributions of this work are:

1. A working implementation of an agent that can be taught in natural language to perform new commands.
2. A novel lexicon induction algorithm that enables the agent to generalize from a taught command to unseen commands.
3. A user study demonstrating that users voluntarily teach the agent new commands, and that these taught commands result in a significant time savings on future tasks.

Related work

Three fields with vast work are closely related to ours showing that researchers are reaching out to the vision of an instructable agent. The first is grounded language acquisition (Harnad 1990; Chen and Mooney 2008). In this
field, the main challenges are extracting the semantic meaning of words and sentences and connecting language to action and perception. One example is work by Chen and Mooney (2008), in which a system learns how to sportscast a RoboCup simulated game and outputs statements, for example, that a certain player has a ball, that the ball was passed on to a different player and that a player has intercepted this pass. The system learns from data which includes many games and the text description of what is shown in the game, not having any additional domain or language background. The system builds a generative model based on PCFG, which maximizes the likelihood of the data, and uses this model to sportcast a new, unseen, game. Chen and Mooney, also apply a similar method to the domain of navigation (Chen and Mooney 2011). In this domain, a user must navigate via a 3-D maze with objects located in it and reach a specific goal. The data in this domain is composed of a set of paragraphs in natural language, each associated with a video which shows the execution of this paragraph. This learning method may be categorized as learning by observation. In recent work Thomason et al. (2015) use CCG parsing on natural language commands in order to execute them by a robot. They use conversations with previous users to better understand user commands as well as overcoming typos and spelling mistakes.

A second related research area is programming by demonstration (PbD) also referred to as learning from demonstration (LfD) and imitation learning. Much of this research derives from the human-robot interaction (HRI) community (although some work does not involve robots (Myers et al. 1991; Allen et al. 2007)). The common case study in PbD is with a person trying to show a robot how to lift or select a certain object, move an object or perform some other task (Argall et al. 2009). In most studies the human teacher actually moves the robot’s arms to perform the taught task (Calinon, Guenter, and Billard 2007), or controls the robot using a control peg, while in some other studies, the human teacher performs the task in front of the robot’s cameras (Nakaoka et al. 2007), or wears data gloves (Kuklinski et al. 2014). In many cases the robot can also generalize beyond the specific training scenario, to perform the task also in different conditions. For example, Calinon et al. (2007), teach a robot by demonstration how to move a chess piece on a board of chess by moving the robot’s arms. The robot can then generalize and move the same piece also when it is located in a different location. Billard et al. (2008) state that learning by demonstration has three advantages, the first is that demonstration reduces the search space for the robot, allowing the robot to find the way to perform the task. The third, is that PbD couples the perception (or vision) and action (or robot motors). While, programming by demonstration usually requires several training examples, Allen et al. (2007) build a system with a complex graphical interface which poses questions to the teacher as it learns a new task (in the information retrieval domain). Their system succeeded in learning 30 out of 55 tasks based on a single demonstration by a human subject for each task. However, as they state, subjects did not find the system easy to use, and each subject required a full work day to teach approximately 3 tasks. Programming by demonstration was also used in authoring intelligent tutor behavior. Koedinger et al. (2004) built a system with a graphical interface which allowed an author to create arithmetic problems and demonstrate their solutions as well as common errors. The intelligent tutor created a solution graph and allowed the author to annotate this graph with hints and feedback. The intelligent tutor used these examples to tutor a student providing hints and feedback.

The third field which is related to this research is natural language programming (Biermann 1983), in which a programmer can use natural language to develop software. In Inform 7 (Reed 2010), for example, a programmer can create an interactive fiction program using statements which are actually valid English sentences. Some examples for such statements in the Inform 7 language are “The kitchen is a room,” “The kitchen has a stove,” and “The description of the stove is: ‘very dirty’”. However, although being in natural language, statements in Inform 7, are required to be in a specific form. Therefore, while one may not be required to know the specific grammar of the natural language program language to read a program written in that language, it is required to have programming skills and familiarity with the given program language in order to actually develop a program in that language. There has also been some preliminary work on translating functionality descriptions in natural language into scripts by Le et al. (2013), and translation of conditions into if-then clauses (Quirk, Mooney, and Galley 2015).

The Agent (LIA)

LIA, our instructable agent operates in an email domain, where the basic actions include reading, composing, and sending emails. We chose this domain as our research environment because email manipulation is a common use of mobile phones where we anticipate that an instructable agent may be useful. The user interacts with LIA in a text dialogue by giving it commands in natural language, and the agent responds both in natural language and by taking various actions. LIA is built from two components that enable it to intelligently respond to user commands: a semantic parser which assigns executable semantics to each natural language command, and a back-end which executes these commands. The back-end contains a number of built-in, executable functions understood by LIA, such as sendEmail, along with a declarative knowledge base containing statements in predicate logic. LIA interprets commands using a semantic parser that maps each command to a logical form—a program in a Lisp-like language—containing one or more of these functions and predicates. This logical form represents the semantics of the user command, and is evaluated (executed) by the back-end to produce a response.

LIA can be instructed in two distinct fashions, corresponding to two distinct types of knowledge that LIA can acquire. First, the user can teach LIA new /em declarative knowledge by defining new concepts, along with fields and instances of those concepts. For example, the user can define the concept “contact” and further state that “a contact has an email address” and “bob is a contact.” LIA processes
Table 1: Training examples for the semantic parser consist of a natural language command paired with a logical form, which is a computer program written in a Lisp-like language composed of one or more basic actions that LIA can perform. The top four examples are part of the default training set and the bottommost example was generated by a user teaching interaction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text Command</th>
<th>Logical Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>set the subject to time to go</td>
<td>(setFieldFromString (getMutableFieldByFieldName subject) (stringValue &quot;time to go&quot;))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>send the email</td>
<td>(send email)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>set body to email’s body and send email</td>
<td>(doSeq (setFieldFromFieldVal (getMutableFieldByFieldName body) (evalField (getFieldByInstanceNameAndFieldName email body))) (send email))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>add length as a field in table</td>
<td>(addFieldToConcept table (stringNoun &quot;length&quot;))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| forward to charlie                     | (doSeq (doSeq (doSeq (createInstanceByConceptName outgoingemail) (setFieldFromFieldVal (getMutableFieldByFieldName subject) (evalField (getFieldByInstanceNameAndFieldName outgoingemail subject) (getFieldByInstanceNameAndFieldName email subject))) (setFieldFromFieldVal (getMutableFieldByFieldName email body) (evalField (getFieldByInstanceNameAndFieldName email body))) (setFieldFromFieldVal (getMutableFieldByFieldName recipient) (evalField (getFieldByInstanceNameAndFieldName charlie email))))) (sendEmail)) |

Table 2: Lexicon entries required to parse the examples in Table 1. The syntactic category specifies how each word can combine with adjacent words and phrases during parsing and the logical form gives the word’s meaning. The bottommost entry was automatically produced by lexicon induction when LIA was taught how to “forward to charlie.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Syntactic Category</th>
<th>Logical Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>set</td>
<td>((S/PP/StringV)/MutableField)</td>
<td>(lambda x y (setFieldFromString x y))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to</td>
<td>PP/StringV/StringV</td>
<td>(lambda x x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subject</td>
<td>FieldName</td>
<td>subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>send</td>
<td>S/InstanceName</td>
<td>(lambda x (send x))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>email</td>
<td>InstanceName</td>
<td>(lambda x (getFieldByInstanceNameAndFieldName x))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>set</td>
<td>((S/PP/FieldVal)/MutableField)</td>
<td>(lambda x y (setFieldFromFieldVal x y))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to</td>
<td>PP/FieldVal/FieldVal</td>
<td>(lambda x x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and</td>
<td>(S/S)\S</td>
<td>(lambda x y (doSeq x y))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'s</td>
<td>((Field,FieldName)/FieldName)</td>
<td>(lambda x y (getFieldByInstanceNameAndFieldName x y))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forward</td>
<td>(S/InstanceName)</td>
<td>(lambda x (doSeq (doSeq (createInstanceByConceptName outgoingemail) (setFieldFromFieldVal (getMutableFieldByFieldName subject) (evalField (getFieldByInstanceNameAndFieldName outgoingemail subject) (getFieldByInstanceNameAndFieldName email subject))) (setFieldFromFieldVal (getMutableFieldByFieldName email body) (evalField (getFieldByInstanceNameAndFieldName email body))) (setFieldFromFieldVal (getMutableFieldByFieldName recipient) (evalField (getFieldByInstanceNameAndFieldName charlie email))))) (sendEmail))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

these interactions by adding new concepts, fields and instances to its knowledge base (as performed in (Haas and Hendrix 1980)). Second, using our novel approach, the user can teach LIA new /em procedural knowledge, i.e., how to execute a new command. For example, the user can teach the system how to “forward” an email by providing natural language instructions that map to actions the system already understands. LIA learns new procedural knowledge from these interactions using a novel lexicon induction algorithm that updates the semantic parser. The updated parser is then able to understand both the taught command as well as unseen, but similar commands.

Back-end Command Executor

LIA has a back-end that can evaluate logical forms (lambda expressions) incorporating 45 primitive, executable functions. Some examples are sendEmail, which sends the composed email, setFieldFromFieldVal, which sets a field from an evaluation of a different field, addFieldToConcept which adds a field to a concept, createInstanceByConceptName which creates an instance and deleteInstance which deletes an instance. Two additional notable functions that will be discussed later are unknownCommand and teachNewCommand, both of which start a dialog that lets the user teach a new command.

Upon execution, the back-end also builds a user-friendly response that either indicates which action was just per-
Syntactic Input | Syntactic Output | Semantics
---|---|---
FieldName | MutableField | (lambda x (getMutableFieldByFieldName x))
Field | FieldVal | (lambda x (evalField x))

Table 3: Examples of unary rules (required to parse the examples in Table 1).

formed (e.g., “The subject field of the outgoing email was set to party time for all”), or, in case of failure provides an informative statement conveying the reason for failure and sometimes suggesting a possible correction. For example, if the user says “set momthebest7@bestforyou.com,” LIA replies “Sorry, but I don’t know what should be set to momthebest7@bestforyou.com. Please repeat and tell me what should be set to it (e.g., set example to momthebest7@bestforyou.com).”

Semantic Parser
LIA uses a Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG) semantic parser to map natural language commands to logical forms containing functions and concepts executable by the back-end. CCG is often used to build semantic parsers due to its tight coupling of syntax and semantics (Zettlemoyer and Collins 2005). CCG grammars are more expressive than context-free grammars, and are able to represent long-range dependencies present in some linguistic constructions, such as relative clauses, that cannot be represented in context-free formalisms (Steedman and Baldridge 2011).

A CCG semantic parser has three parts: a lexicon, a set of grammar rules, and a trained parameter vector. The lexicon is a table mapping words to syntactic categories and logical forms (see Table 2). The intuition of CCG is that, syntactically and semantically, *words behave like functions*. Thus, syntactic categories represent function type specifications, where the argument type appears on the right of the slash and the return type on the left. The direction of the slash determines on which side of the syntactic category each argument must appear. For example, the syntactic category \(((\text{S}/\text{PP}\_\text{StringV})/\text{MutableField})\) accepts a MutableField on the right, followed by a PP\_StringV on the left, and returns \text{S}. In this fashion, the syntactic category of a lexicon entry specifies how it can combine with other words during parsing. Our CCG parser also permits strings from the command to enter the parse with the syntactic category String\_N or String\_V, and words in the sentence to be skipped. This second capability is used to ignore function words in the sentence that contribute little to the overall meaning.

Parsing in CCG derives syntactic categories and logical forms for phrases from their constituent parts by applying a small number of grammar rules. These rules correspond to standard function operations, such as application and composition. For example, the lexicon entries for “send” and “email” in Table 2 can be combined using function application to derive the second example in Table 1. Our grammar also includes a small number of unary rules that represent common implicit conversions between types.

Together, the lexicon and the grammar rules define a set of possible parses for every input command, each of which may have a different logical form. In order to select a single best parse, the semantic parser is trained using a data set of commands paired with their corresponding logical forms (see Table 1). First, we define a feature function \(\phi\) that maps a CCG parse \(t\) of a command \(s\) to a feature vector \(\phi(t, s)\). Our features include indicator features for the lexicon entries used in the parse, the parse’s function/argument applications, and various features derived from the string itself. During training, the parser learns a parameter vector \(\theta\) that assigns a high score \(\theta^T \phi(t, s)\) to correct parses. At test time, the parser selects the highest-scoring parse for each command, i.e., the parse \(t\) that maximizes \(\theta^T \phi(t, s)\). For more information about CCG semantic parsing, including details of parsing and training algorithms, we refer the reader to Zettlemoyer and Collins (2005).

LIA’s semantic parser has over 300 lexicon entries, 14 unary rules, and was trained using 150 training examples, and Table 3 the required unary rules.

Logical Form Evaluation
The logical forms output by the semantic parser are evaluated by the back-end in standard Lisp fashion. Each argument of a function application is recursively evaluated in left-to-right order. For example, to interpret the first example command in Table 1, LIA first evaluates getMutableField-ByFieldName and subject, then performs a function application with the corresponding values. The result of this application is the subject of the outgoing email. Next, LIA evaluates the expression containing stringValue, which returns the string “time to go.” Finally, LIA calls setField-FromString with the outgoing email’s subject and the string “time to go.” The result of evaluation is to set the outgoing email’s subject to “time to go.”

Learning New Commands
LIA learns new commands through an instruction dialogue that is initiated whenever the user enters a command that LIA does not understand. In this case, the semantic parser outputs the logical form (unknownCommand). Evaluating this expression starts an instruction interaction that enables the user to teach LIA how to execute the given command. LIA asks the user what it should do first in order to execute the command being learned, and then asks for consecutive actions, one at a time. The user responds with a sequence of natural language commands that LIA should perform. LIA parses and evaluates each command in the sequence during instruction to confirm that these commands can be performed. Once the user ends the instruction interaction, LIA has a sequence of logical forms that, when evaluated sequentially, produce the desired result for the given command. LIA combines this sequence into a single logical form using the function doSeq (see Table 1, bottom).
This alone does not allow the agent to generalize beyond this training command. However, LIA uses a novel lexicon induction algorithm to update the semantic parser to generalize the instruction to interpret other, similar commands. This algorithm learns which words in the taught command correspond to each part of the complete logical form. It first parses the taught command with the current semantic parser and examines the 100 best parses of each span of the command. If a span’s logical form is a subexpression of the complete logical form, then it could be an argument that should be filled during parsing. For example, in the command “forward to charlie,” the text span “charlie” parses to the logical form charlie, which is a subexpression of the complete logical form (Table 1, bottom). The algorithm finds possible arguments and removes them from the complete logical form to construct a set of candidate logical forms, then creates lexicon entries by pairing each of these candidates with every non-stopword in the command. In our example, the algorithm creates the final entry in Table 2, where charlie has been extracted as an argument to “forward.” These lexicon entries are added to the lexicon, the command/logical form pair is added to the training set, and the parser is re-trained. Pseudocode for lexicon induction is provided as Algorithm 1.

**Algorithm 1** Lexicon induction for a taught command.

**Input:** s - A command containing n tokens.
ℓ - The user-provided logical form for the command.
b - Beam size.

**Output:** Λ - A set of induced lexicon entries.

**Phase 1:** Find spans of s that can be parsed to logical forms that are subexpressions of ℓ.
1: Parse s with beam search to produce b logical forms λ_{i,j,k} for every span (i, j), (k ∈ [1, ..., b])
2: C ← {} // Set of candidate spans
3: for each span (i, j) : 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n do
4:  for k : 1 < k ≤ b do
5:  if ISUBEXPRESSION(λ_{i,j,k}, ℓ) then
6:  C ← C ∪ {(i, j, k)}
7: Discard elements of C whose sentence span is completely contained by a larger candidate.

**Phase 2:** Generate lexicon entries by extracting arguments in C from ℓ.
8: Λ ← {}
9: for each subset S of C with non-overlapping spans do
10: ℓ′ ← ℓ
11:  for each (i, j, k) ∈ S do
12:     // Replace λ_{i,j,k} in ℓ′ with an argument variable a.
13:     a ← GETUNIQUEVARIABLENAME()
14:     body ← SUBSTITUTE(λ_{i,j,k}, ℓ′, a)
15:     ℓ′ ← (lambda a body)
16:  for each m : 0 ≤ m < n do
17:     if m is not contained by a span in S and s_m is not a stopword then
18:        Λ ← Λ ∪ {s_m := ℓ′}

The use of (unknownCommand) to begin the teaching interaction allows the user to provide all commands naturally, triggering a teaching interaction only when the user enters language the parser does not understand. It also ensures that taught commands are written the same way that the user wants to use them. LIA also allows the user to explicitly initiate a teaching interaction by using a command such as “teach a command,” which is parsed to ( teachNewCommand ). In this case, LIA responds “I’m happy to hear that you want to teach me a new command. Now say the command the way you would use it, then I will ask you what exactly to do in that case. I will try to generalize to similar sentences.”

**Evaluation**

**Experimental Setup**

We conducted a user study with 123 subjects from Amazon Mechanical Turk, to evaluate our agent. The set of subjects consisted of 60 (48.8%) females and 63 (51.2%) males. Subjects’ ages ranged from 19 to 74, with a mean of 35.1. All subjects were residents of the USA. The subject had to fill out a short demographic questionnaire and sign the consent form. They received instructions and had to answer a short quiz to ensure that they fully understood the experiment. (We will use the terms users and subjects interchangeably in order to avoid confusion with email subjects.)

The interaction page (see Figure 1) included a training phase consisting of 13 tasks that appeared on the top of the screen. After completing all 13 training tasks, the users were given the main task. The training tasks were designed in a way that anyone who completes all training tasks should be able to complete the main task. In the main task, users were requested to read each incoming email and, for each email, to follow the sender’s request. There were 12 main tasks, corresponding to requests in 12 emails. An example of such a request is an email sent by Charlie with the following body: “Please email Alex saying that I’m on my way”. The user responds to this task by commanding our agent, in natural language, to compose a new email, set the recipient to Alex’s email address (which appears on the left of the screen) and to include a text body in the email stating that ‘Charlie is on his way’.

All emails included requests to say something to someone, forward or reply to the given email. The users were instructed to include the same subject both when replying and forwarding an email and include the same body when forwarding an email. None of these tasks required the user to teach LIA new commands; however, as we will show, users taught the system new commands that they believed would be useful for future tasks. Users could quit the experiment at any time using the “quit” button. The appendix presents a sample user interaction with LIA that includes teaching new commands.

After completing all tasks or clicking the “quit” button, subjects received an ending questionnaire asking about their acquaintance with programming. The subjects could choose one of the following: None; Very little; Some background from high-school; Some background from college/university; Bachelors (or other degree) with a major or minor in software, electrical or computer engineering or similar; and Significant knowledge, but mostly from other
sources. We assigned numbers to each of the options, resulting in a numeric measure of acquaintance with programming from 1 to 6. (Significant knowledge from other sources was assigned the value 5 while a bachelor’s in computer science was assigned the value 6.) Subjects were also asked to assign their level of agreement with each of the following sentences on a 7-point Likert scale (Hinkin 1998) (strongly disagree, disagree, slightly disagree, neither agree nor disagree, slightly agree, agree, strongly agree): (1) The computerized agent was smart, (2) The computerized agent understood me, and (3) I would like such an agent on my mobile phone.

**Results**

We evaluate the performance of LIA on the following dimensions: whether new commands were taught, usage of taught commands, completion rate of all tasks, the success rate of the parser and execution, and user rating as obtained from the Likert scale questionnaire. Table 4 summarizes our results.

LIA was very successful in terms of learning new commands, with all but 4 subjects (among the 50 who completed all tasks) teaching it new commands and reusing them. On average, each subject taught LIA 2.32 commands. We define the *gain from taught commands* as the number of times each taught command was used, multiplied by the number of subcommands executed by this new command. We do not subtract one, since users often define a short new command to replace a single, much more complex, command. This average gain for subjects who completed all tasks was 52.18 commands. Multiplying the gain by 14 seconds – the average time per command – results in an average savings of slightly over 12 minutes per subject. This implies that the subjects saved 39.7% of their time on the main task by
teaching LIA new commands.

Unfortunately, only 50 subjects (41%) completed all tasks. However, a large percent of those who did not complete all tasks did not seem to struggle with giving commands to LIA. Many of them interacted with LIA only for a few minutes. In fact 65% of the subjects who completed the training, completed all tasks, and 83% of the subjects who completed at least a single task from the 12 main tasks, completed all the tasks. Still, unfortunately, 28.5% of the subjects did not complete all tasks despite spending more than 14:34 minutes on them.1 The average completion time if we exclude pauses of over a minute (i.e. if the user didn’t write anything for over a minute, it is counted just as one minute), is 30:28 (the raw average completion time was: 34:36).

As for the success rate of the parsing and execution, out of a total of 12,654 commands, 15.4% (1,952) were parsed to an unknown command (which in most cases is a parse failure), and an additional 5.4% (679 commands) resulted in an execution error (e.g. trying to change an immutable field or setting an email to a non-email value). When considering only those who completed the tasks, this error rate drops to 9.9% (659 out of 6,649) of unknown commands, and 4.9% of execution errors. This improvement is expected, since those who completed all tasks interacted longer with LIA and thus were more likely to provide commands that LIA understood. Furthermore, the subjects who provided commands that LIA could not execute were more likely to drop out early. In addition to unknown commands and unsuccessful executions, there were also undesired executions in which LIA executed an action that differed from the subject’s intent. This problem can be caused either by a parse error (this happened several times when a subject wanted to set a to b’s value, but said set a as b, and, if both a and b were mutable fields, b was set to a’s value, due to the more common meaning of the token “as”) or human error (e.g. “set recipient to inbox email’s recipient”, where the subject really meant to use the sender of the email in the inbox). In future work we intend to develop methods to measure and correct these types of errors.

As for the Likert scale questions (among those who completed all tasks), the subjects seemed to slightly agree that LIA was smart, giving it exactly 5 on average (slightly agree); the subjects gave LIA 5.5 with respect to whether they thought that LIA understood them (between slightly agree and agree). The subjects gave LIA a score of 4.6 with regards to whether they would like an agent like that on their mobile phone (between neither agree nor disagree, and slightly agree). However, this final question may have been ambiguous because the subjects interacted with LIA using text whereas we intend to use speech commands for mobile phones.

Most commands taught by users were very similar; most subjects taught the system to reply to an email and forward an email. Furthermore, users had a clear preference on the order of subcommands that compose a taught command, even when this order had no impact on the results.

1 14:34 minutes is the time it took the fastest subject to complete all tasks.
the instructable agent to a community of users and have the users collaboratively define new commands. Deploying LIA also raises questions such as generalizability, and stability. LIA and/or its users will need to have a method to evaluate new commands taught, and decide which should be elevated to the collective knowledge of the agent used by all users and which should remain with the specific user who taught it (since some commands may be personal, confusing, non-intuitive and perhaps even adversary). Another direction for future work is to develop a method which will identify whether a command has actually completed what the user intended to or not (this can be done by using similarity to consecutive commands, or attempts to undo). Using this data, the agent can improve its accuracy, both by updating its feature weights and by learning new lexicon entries.

In this current work, we focused solely on procedural execution, i.e. commands that translate to a list of other known commands which are serially executed (with support of arguments and variables). In future work we intend to provide support also to more complex instructions including if-then clauses, which may be interpreted as rules (e.g. “if I receive an email during a meeting, and it is related to the meeting, then notify me immediately”).
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Appendix

Following is a sample user interaction with LIA that includes teaching new commands:

User: go
Agent: Sorry, but I don’t understand. Would you like to teach me what to do in this case (either say yes or simply ignore this question)?
User: yes
Agent: Great! When you say, for example: “go”, what shall I do first?
User: move to next email and read it
Agent: Set to next incoming email successfully. sender: caseyousoon8@myworkplace.com subject: Another email body: I felt like sending you another email. Please ignore this email too and read the next one. What shall I do next (when executing: “go”)?
User: end
Agent: I’m currently learning the new command (“go”). I’m trying to generalize to other similar commands, this takes several seconds...
Agent: I now know what to do when you say (for example): “go”!

User: go
Agent: Set to next incoming email successfully. recipient list: you@myworkplace.com sender: caseyousoon8@myworkplace.com subject: Charlie body: I asked Charlie to do what you said, but I see that it must come from you. Please forward this email to Charlie.
User: create contact Charlie
Agent: Instance “charlie” (of concept “contact”) was created. “contact” fields are: email.
User: set Charlie’s email to charlieis asleep4@myworkplace.com
Agent: The “email” field in “charlie” was set to: “charlieisasleep4@myworkplace.com”.

User: go
Agent: Set to next incoming email successfully. sender: aleximetowork@myworkplace.com subject: Work before parting body: We will all have to work very hard next Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. Please forward this email to Charlie.
User: forward charlie
Agent: Sorry, but I don’t understand. Would you like to teach me what to do in this case?
User: yes
Agent: Great! When you say, for example: “forward charlie”, what shall I do first?
User: set recipient list to charlie’s email, set subject to current email’s subject, set body to current email’s
Agent: I see that there is no email being composed. Do you want to compose a new email?
User: create new email, set recipient list to charlie’s email, set subject to current email’s subject, set body to current email’s body, send email
Agent: Composing new email. The “recipient list” field in “outgoing email” was set to: “charlieis asleep4@myworkplace.com”. The “subject” field in “outgoing email” was set to: “Work before parting”. The “body” field in “outgoing email” was set to: “We will all have to work very hard next Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. Please forward this email to Charlie.”. Email sent successfully. What shall I do next (when executing: “forward charlie”)?
User: end
Agent: I now know what to do when you say (for example): “forward charlie”!